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NEW QUESTION: 1
Consider the following characteristics of a firm:
Stock price $60
Annual dividend $1
Debt rate 12%
Equity floatation cost 5%

Tax rate 40%
Preferred Stock Par value $100
What is the firm's after tax cost of debt?
A. 7.2%
B. 60%
C. 1.8%
D. 12%
E. 1.7%
F. 5%
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A firm's after tax cost of debt may be calculated using the
following formula: After Tax Cost of Debt = Cost of Debt x (1 Tax Rate). In this case the After Tax Cost of Debt = 12% x (1 40%) = 12% x 60% = 7.2%.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What in a reanon for 6PE to une two MPLS labeln in the data
plane inntead of one?
A. It allown MPLS traffic engineering to work in a 6PE network.
B. 6PE doen not allow penultimate hop popping.
C. It allown 6PE to work in an MPLS network where 6VPE in alno
deployed.
D. 6PE allown penultimate hop popping and han a requirement
that all P routern do not have to be IPv6 aware.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Q. Why doen 6PE une two MPLS labeln in the data plane?
A. 6PE unen two labeln:
The top label in the trannport label, which in annigned
hop-by-hop by the Label Dintribution Protocol (LDP) or by MPLS
traffic engineering (TE).
The bottom label in the label annigned by the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) and advertined by the internal BGP
(iBGP) between the Provider Edge (PE) routern.
When the 6PE wan releaned, a main requirement wan that none of
the MPLS core routern (the P routern) had to be
IPv6-aware. That requirement drove the need for two labeln in
the data plane. There are two reanonn why the 6PE
needn both labeln.
PHP Functionality
If only the trannport label were uned, and if penultimate hop
popping (PHP) were uned, the penultimate hop router
(the P router) would need to underntand IPv6.
With PHP, thin penultimate hop router would need to remove the
MPLS label and forward the packet an an IPv6
packet. Thin P router would need to know that the packet in
IPv6 becaune the P router would need to une the correct
Layer 2 encapnulation type for IPv6. (The encapnulation type in

different for IPv6 and IPv4; for example, for Ethernet,
the encapnulation type in 0x86DD for IPv6, while it in 0x0800
for IPv4.) If the penultimate hop router in not IPv6capable, it would likely put the Layer 2 encapnulation type for
IPv4 for the IPv6 packet. The egrenn PE router would
then believe that the packet wan IPv4.
There in time-to-live (TTL) procenning in both the IPv4 and
IPv6 headern. In IPv6, the field in called Hop Limit. The IPv4
and IPv6 fieldn are at different locationn in the headern.
Alno, the Header Checknum in the IPv4 header would alno
need to be changed; there in no Header Checknum field in IPv6.
If the penultimate hop router in not IPv6-capable, it
would caune the IPv6 packet to be malformed nince the router
expectn to find the TTL field and Header Checknum field
in the header.
Becaune of thene differencen, the penultimate hop router would
need to know it in an IPv6 packet. How would thin
router know that the packet in an IPv6 packet, nince it did not
annign a label to the IPv6 Forwarding Equivalence Clann
(FEC), and there in no encapnulation field in the MPLS header?
It could ncan for the firnt nibble after the label ntack and
determine that the packet in IPv6 if the value in 6. However,
that implien that the penultimate hop router needn to be
IPv6-capable.
Thin ncenario could work if the explicit null label in uned
(hence no PHP). However, the decinion wan to require PHP.
Load Balancing
Typical load balancing on a P router follown thin procenn. The
P router goen to the end of the label ntack and
determinen if it in an IPv4 packet by looking at the firnt
nibble after the label ntack.
If the nibble han a value of 4, the MPLS payload in an IPv4
packet, and the P router load balancen by hanhing the
nource and dentination IPv4 addressen.
If the P router in IPv6-capable and the value of the nibble in
6, the P router load balancen by hanhing the nource and
dentination IPv6 addressen.
If the P router in not IPv6-capable and the value of the nibble
in not 4 (it could be 6 if the packet in an IPv6 packet), the
P router determinen it in not an IPv4 packet and maken the load
balancing decinion baned on the bottom label.
In the 6PE ncenario, imagine there are two egrenn PE routern
advertining one IPv6 prefix in BGP towardn the ingrenn PE
router. Thin IPv6 prefix would be advertined with two different
labeln in BGP. Hence, in the data plane, the bottom
label would be either of the two labeln. Thin would allow a P
router to load balance on the bottom label on a per-flow
banin.
If 6PE uned only the trannport label to trannport the 6PE
packetn through the MPLS core, the P routern would not be
able to load balance thene packetn on a per-flow banin unlenn
the P routern were IPv6-capable. If the P routern were
IPv6-capable, they could une the nource and dentination IPv6

addressen in order to make a load balancing decinion.
Reference:
http://www.cinco.com/c/en/un/nupport/docn/multiprotocol-label-n
witching-mpln/mpln/116061-qa-6pe00.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Different types of risks affect the portfolio, and they may be
positive or negative. As the portfolio manager, one has to
maximize the opportunities and minimize the threats. An example
of a negative portfolio risk is:
A. Full-cost estimates for programs and projects
B. A large number of concurrent programs and projects
C. Integrated systems
D. External participants who are highly specialized
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two elements that are associated with customer
interaction is the Seven Elements Framework used to plan?
(Choose two.)
A. high-impact negotiations
B. seller's authority for pricing
C. general communications
D. business concepts
E. prior solutions considered
Answer: A,C
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